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maybe his best this story is an extrapolation of Howard Engel's real-life experience - reported on
my none other than Oliver Sachs. However, Benny is simply as nosy, persistent and peculiarly
captivating as ever. no practical memory to talk about. Former Cooperman lover or not, I
recommend you spend time with Benny and his friends as they help unravel the mystery and
have some laughs along the way. solve the case he was on when he was injured. An amazing
story - particularly if you know this is just what Engel himself had to accomplish to relearn & reremember. Interesting premise Oliver Sachs was right. If he can't remember, how can he find
out? A detective with a memory space problem from a head injury tries to resolve the mystery of
who and why he was almost killed. The hospital is the main setting and we see the patient
struggle to put things together with an impaired memory space. I truly admired the fact that the
writer wrote this book with an impairment of his own. Locked Room Reversal Benny Goodman,
private investigator, feels the teach leaving the tracks. And the blow to the head in the alley he
can't remember has still left him with a uncommon condition, "alexia sine agraphia," where he
can create but cannot read--written phrases are just a jumble of marks without meaning. Even
more Cooperman! But he didn't get strike on the top in a teach wreck; Therefore, I knew nothing
about him as an author prior to this reserve or his condition during the writing of this one. Benny
must use what few clues he offers about what has occurred to infer the answers to the
mystery"Memory Reserve" is a very enjoyable cozy detective tale. He sees objects flying
everywhere, then a suitcase arriving toward him. He understands he must have been working a
case, but what case? I'm looking towards conference the former Benny Goodman in his earlier
situations, before he got the dent in his brain. What was he performing in the alley? Benny

exhibits a good sense of humor about his condition, and his observations about medical center
life and patients could make you chuckle out loud. This mystery was approached from a
complete new viewpoint.Howard Engel's latest entry in the Benny Goodman series is unique in
crime fiction as Engel wrote this function after a stroke that left him in the same condition as his
character--no little achievement for a article writer who could no longer read the webpages he
had just written. So "Memory space Book" becomes relatively of a reversed locked-room
mystery where, rather than the murder occurring in a locked area, the detective can be locked in
a hospital without normal access to the crime scene and witnesses. But all he remembers may be
the train wreck that under no circumstances happened. Who tried to destroy him and did they
still want him dead? Even though the picture where Benny unveils the murderer taunt's your
willingness to suspend disbelief, you can forgive him because he's just therefore darn likeable.
Who was simply his client? Thoroughly Enjoyable! Prior to scanning this book, I had never heard
about Howard Engel. he got hit on the head in an alley in Toronto and left for dead alongside
another poor soul who wasn't as lucky. The afterword explains everything but I will not give that
away right here.!Memory Book differs from the additional Cooperman novels because Benny has
been suffering from alexia, like Engel. Benny Cooperman, the detective and narrator, includes a
brain injury and does the majority of his detecting from the mind injury ward in the hospital.
While some might think about this story slow credited in part to having less movement, I came
across it entertaining and appreciated every word. Praise Be!! The following point he sees are
the white wall space of his hospital room. I went in to the tale blind, no preconceptions, and I'm
pleased I did. When I found out about Howard Engel's stroke, I assumed that I'd under no
circumstances see Benny Cooperman again. However, this author did the seemingly difficult and
given us another great story.This is similar to an old-fashioned, Sherlock Holmes-type mystery,
as opposed to the typical intricate, fast-paced mystery of today. Hence, a substantial amount of
time is definitely spent with Benny in the hospital, learning how exactly to cope with his altered
abilities. Benny wakes up in a healthcare facility with a head injury & He enlists his guests onto
his sleuthing group. The mystery unravels alongside Benny's therapy.We get to see some old,
favourite heroes and - of training course - some new ones. Engel is a expert at painting heroes
with details that leave you feeling you've fulfilled them somewhere before. Section of the story
can be him struggling to keep in mind &
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